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Abstract
Random context grammars belong to the class of context-free grammars with regulated rewrit-
ing. Their productions depend on context that may be randomly distributed in a sentential form.
Context is classi4ed as either permitting or forbidding, where permitting context enables the
application of a production and forbidding context inhibits it. For random context languages of
4nite index a generalization of the well-known pumping lemma for context-free languages has
been proven. We drop the 4nite index restriction and concentrate on non-erasing grammars that
use permitting context only. We prove a pumping lemma for their languages that generalizes and
re4nes the existing one, and show that these grammars are strictly weaker than the non-erasing
random context grammars. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Formal languages; Regulated rewriting; Random context languages; Random
permitting context; Pumping lemma
1. Introduction
Random context grammars [5] belong to the class of context-free grammars with
regulated rewriting [1], i.e. the productions of a grammar are context-free, but are
applied in a non-context-free manner.
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In the case of random context grammars, the application of a production at any step
in a derivation may depend on the set of symbols that appear in the sentential form of
the derivation at that step. As opposed to context-sensitive grammars, the context may
be distributed in a random manner in the sentential form. Context is classi4ed as either
permitting or forbidding: permitting context enables the application of a production,
while forbidding context inhibits it. When a grammar uses only permitting context, it
is called a random permitting context grammar, analogously for forbidding context.
Dassow and PDaun [1] showed that random context grammars without erasing produc-
tions lie strictly between the context-free and context-sensitive grammars. When erasing
productions are allowed, random context grammars are as powerful as the recursively
enumerable grammars.
Dassow and PDaun [1] and Rozenberg [4] also studied 4nite index random context
grammars, where the index of a grammar is the maximal number of nonterminals
simultaneously appearing in its terminal derivations, considering the most economical
derivations for each string. Rozenberg [4] showed that under this restriction the ran-
dom context, random permitting context and random forbidding context grammars are
equally powerful, whether erasing productions are allowed or not.
Dassow and PDaun [1] generalized the well-known pumping lemma for context-free
languages [2] to 4nite index random context languages: if L is an in4nite random
context language of 4nite index n, there is a word z ∈L which can be written in
the form z= u1v1x1y1u2v2x2y2 : : : ukvkxkykuk+1 with k6n; |v1y1v2y2 : : : vkyk |¿0, and
u1vi1x1y
i
1u2v
i
2x2y
i
2 : : : ukv
i
kxky
i
kuk+1 ∈L for all i¿1.
We drop the 4nite index restriction and concentrate on random permitting context
grammars without erasing productions. We prove a pumping lemma for their languages
that generalizes and re4nes the lemma above, and show that these grammars are strictly
weaker than the non-erasing random context grammars. In another paper [6], we studied
random forbidding context grammars without erasing productions. We showed that they
too are strictly weaker than the non-erasing random context grammars and proved a
shrinking lemma for their languages.
We formally introduce random context grammars in Section 2. In Section 3, we
consider grammars that use permitting context only and develop a pumping lemma for
the corresponding languages.
2. Random context grammars
In this section, we present the necessary notation and terminology.
A random context grammar (rcg) G=(VN; VT; P; S) has a 4nite alphabet V of
symbols, consisting of the disjoint subsets VN of variables and VT of terminals. P
is a 4nite set of productions of the form A→ (P;F), where A∈VN; ∈V+ and
P;F ⊆ VN. Finally, there is a start symbol S; S ∈VN.
If there is a production A→ (P;F) in G and if 1; 2 are in V ∗, then we may write
1A2⇒G 12 if every B in P is in the string 12 and no B in F is in the string
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12. As is usual, ⇒∗G denotes the reHexive transitive closure of ⇒G . The random
context language (rcl) L(G) generated by an rcg G is the set {z ∈V ∗T | S⇒∗G z}.
An rcg G is said to be of index n if each word in L(G) has a derivation such that
no sentential form in it contains more than n occurrences of nonterminal symbols. In
such a case we also say that G is of 6nite index.
If every production in an rcg G has P=F= ∅, G is a context-free grammar; if
F= ∅ for every production, we call G a random permitting context grammar (rPcg),
and if P= ∅ for every production, we call G a random forbidding context grammar
(rFcg). We call the corresponding languages context-free language, random permitting
context language (rPcl) and random forbidding context language (rFcl), respectively.
3. Permitting context only
In this section, we concentrate on grammars that use permitting context only. We
develop a pumping lemma for their languages and show that they are strictly weaker
than the rcgs.
We 4rst introduce some notation. For z ∈V ∗T we denote the length of z with |z|. For
w; z ∈V ∗T we write w	 z if z can be written z= z1wz2; we write w
❁

= z if |z1z2| 
= 0.
In either case, we call w a factor of z.
The derivation tree corresponding to a derivation is de4ned in the usual way [2]. In
the following, it will often be more convenient to view a sentential form =A1A2 : : : Am
not as a string of symbols, but as a cut in the derivation tree. Such a cut we write as
{(A1; 1); (A2; 2); : : : ; (Am; m)}, where i indicates the address of the node Ai in the
tree. Since we’ll not be concerned with the speci4c method used to address the nodes
in the tree, but simply need to distinguish between several occurrences of a symbol,
we’ll assume that every node has a unique address and that the root has address 0.
We’ll use capital Greek letters when referring to a sentential form in this way.
For sentential forms  and  we write ≈ if there is a bijection ’ : → such
that ’((A; ))= (A; ) for every (A; )∈; we write 6 if there is ′ ⊆  such
that ≈′.
Let 0≈0 by ’0. Suppose 0⇒∗G n by 0⇒G 1⇒G · · · ⇒G n. Clearly 0
can derive one or more sentential forms n such that n≈n by some bijection ’n.
However, in order to keep track of the situation, we arrange matters such that ’n is
as close to ’0 as possible. We do this as follows: for 06i6n − 1, let i⇒G i+1
by means of a production p applied to (A; )∈i and suppose ’i((A; ))= (A; ).
Then i+1 is the sentential form derived from i by means of p applied to (A; ),
and ’i+1 coincides with ’i on i\{(A; )} and is de4ned in the obvious manner on
the remaining elements of i+1. We shall say the derivation 0⇒G 1⇒G · · · ⇒G n
copies the derivation 0⇒G 1⇒G · · · ⇒G n and that the bijections ’i; 16i6n,
are induced by ’0 and the derivation on 0.
Suppose an alphabet V has n elements and that V is somehow ordered so that it
makes sense to speak of a function v which maps a sentential form  to an n-vector
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of nonnegative integers, such that if v()= (m1; : : : ; mn), then  contains exactly mi
elements labeled with the ith symbol from V . (The mapping v corresponds to the
well-known Parikh mapping for sentential forms considered as strings of symbols and
not as cuts in derivation trees.) Using 6 between n-vectors to denote componentwise
ordering, we observe that v()6v() if and only if 6. Finally, for an n-vector c˜,
we denote by |˜c| the sum of its components.
We now want to show that for any rPcl L, if a word z ∈L is suLciently long,
then any derivation of z contains two sentential forms  and  such that 6.
Lemma 1. Let n¿1. Every in6nite sequence c˜1; c˜2; : : : of n-vectors over the nonnega-
tive integers contains an in6nite subsequence c˜i1 ; c˜i2 ; : : : such that c˜i16c˜i26 : : : .
Proof. This lemma, which is easily proven by induction, is apparently known as
Dickson’s lemma [3].
Lemma 2. Suppose that p1; p2; : : : is any sequence of nonnegative integers and that
n is any positive integer. Then there exists an integer b such that if c˜1; c˜2; : : : is
any sequence of n-vectors of nonnegative integers with |c˜i|6pi; i¿1; then there are
indices i and j with 16i¡j6b such that c˜i6c˜j.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exists for every m¿1 a sequence c˜m1; c˜m2; : : :
such that |c˜mi|6pi; i¿1, and c˜mrc˜ms for 1¡r¡s6m. We’ll 4nd a contradiction
with Lemma 1 by constructing an in4nite sequence d˜1; d˜2; : : : that contains no mono-
tonic subsequence. Since for every c˜m1; |c˜m1|6p1, there are only a 4nite number of
possibilities for the c˜m1, and there is thus an in4nite index set m1; m2; : : : such that
˜cmi1 = ˜cmj1 for all i; j. Choose d˜1 = ˜cm11. Similarly, of the ˜cmi2 there are also an in4nite
number that are equal; choose d˜2 equal to one of them. Continue in this manner. By
construction d˜id˜j for i¡j. This contradicts Lemma 1.
We can now state the pumping lemma:
Theorem 3. For any rPcl L there is a positive integer m such that for any word
z ∈L with |z|¿m there is a number l; 16l6m; such that:
(1) z contains l mutually disjoint nonempty factors w1; : : : ; wl and l mutually disjoint
nonempty factors x1; : : : ; xl; these being related by a function # : {1; : : : ; l}→
{1; : : : ; l} such that for each i; 16i6l; xi	w#(i) and for at least one i; 16i6l;
xi
❁

=w#(i);
(2) the word obtained from z by substituting wi for xi for all i; 16i6l; is in L;
(3) recursively carrying out the operation described in (2) always results in a word
in L.
Proof. Let G=(VN; VT; P; S) be an rPcg generating L. Let V =VN ∪VT have n
elements and t be the length of the longest right-hand side of a production in G.
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Set pj =1+ (j− 1)(t − 1); j=1; 2; : : : . Let b be the integer of Lemma 2. Let z be a
word in L with |z|¿1 + (b− 1)(t − 1). Let
{(S; 0)} = '1 ⇒G '2 ⇒G · · · ⇒G 's = z
be a derivation of z. We rewrite this sequence as
{(S; 0)} ⇒∗G 'i1 ⇒∗G 'i2 ⇒∗G · · · ⇒∗G 'ir ⇒∗G z;
where |'ij |¡|'ij+1 |; 16j6r − 1, and r¿b. Since for all j; 16j6r, |'ij |6pj,
according to Lemma 2 there are g and h with 16g¡h6b such that 'ig6'ih . Thus
'ih can be written '
′
ih ∪, where '′ih≈'ig ;  
= ∅, and the union is disjoint.
Let us denote 'ig by 0 and '
′
ih by 1. Let c =0 ∩1; ′0 =0\c and
′1 =1\c. Let ′0 = {(A1; 1); : : : ; (Al; l)} and ′1 = {(A1; 1); : : : ; (Al; l)}. For
i; 16i6l, let wi be the factor of z generated by (Ai; i) and xi the factor generated by
(Ai; i).
Since ′0 ∪c⇒∗G ′1 ∪c ∪, there exists a function # : {1; : : : ; l}→{1; : : : ; l}
such that xi	w#(i), 16i6l. Moreover, since  
= ∅, there exists at least one i; 16i6l,
such that xi
❁

=w#(i).
Since ′0 ∪c≈′1 ∪c, we can de4ne a bijection ’0 : 0→1 such that for each
(Ai; i)∈′0, ’0((Ai; i))= (Ai; i), and for each (A; )∈c, ’0((A; ))= (A; ). We
can now start at 1 =’0(0) and copy the derivation sequence that led from 0 to
’0(0)∪, since the additional context provided by  cannot in any way inhibit the
application of any of the productions in the sequence. Then (Ai; i) will generate the
factor wi; 16i6l.
It should be clear that the derivation 0⇒∗G ’0(0)∪ can be copied arbitrarily
often.
To complete the proof, choose m=1 + (b− 1)(t − 1).
Example 4. Consider L={a(10)i=2bc(01)i=2die; i=0; 2; : : :}∪{bc(01)(i−1)=20a(10)(i−1)=2
1die; i=1; 3; : : :}, where {a; b; c; d; e; 0; 1} is the terminal set.
L is generated by the grammar G=({S; A; B; C; E; A1; B1; C1; E1; H; Cf}; {a; b; c; d; e;
0; 1}; P; S), where P is the set:
S → ABCE;
A→ B1C10 ({E1; Cf}; ) | a({H}; );
B→ A1 ({E1; Cf}; ) | b({H}; );
C→Cf ({E1}; ) | c({H}; );
E→ dE1 ({A; B; C}; ) |H ({A; B; C}; );
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A1→ A ({E}; );
B1→ B ({E}; );
C1→C ({E}; );
E1→ E ({A1; B1; C1}; );
H → e;
Cf → 1:
Consider z= bc0a1de. By drawing the derivation tree the reader can verify that we
can de4ne 0 = {(A; 1); (B; 2); (C; 3); (E; 4)}; 1 = {(A; 1); (B; 2); (C; 3); (E; 4)}
and = {(0; 5); (1; 6); (d; 7)}, and that c = ∅.
Then w1 = bc0, w2 = a; w3 = 1 and w4 =de, furthermore x1 = a; x2 = b; x3 = c and
x4 = e. Here #(1)= 2; #(2)=#(3)= 1 and #(4)= 4.
’0 : 0→1 is de4ned as ’0((A; 1))= (A; 1); ’0((B; 2))= (B; 2); ’0((C; 3))=
(C; 3) and ’0((E; 4))= (E; 4).
z2 = a10bc01d2e is obtained by starting at 1 and copying the derivation sequence
0⇒∗G 1 ∪ once and z3 = bc010a101d3e by copying it twice.
An immediate consequence of the pumping property is that the length set of each
in4nite language generated by an rPcg contains an in4nite arithmetic progression. Since
none of the languages {a2n | n¿1}; {an2 | n¿1} or {an | n prime} possesses this prop-
erty, none of them can be generated by an rPcg. {a2n | n¿1} can be generated by an
rcg [1], therefore we can state one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 5. The rPcgs are strictly weaker than the rcgs.
In [5] we showed that the rFcgs are also strictly weaker than the rcgs.
The grammar given in [1] for {a2n | n¿1} is actually an rFcg; to the authors’ knowl-
edge it is not known whether there is a language that can be generated by an rPcg,
but not by an rFcg.
In Theorem 3, the word obtained from z by substituting xi for wi for all i; 16i6l,
is not necessarily in L, since at the stage ’0(0)∪ the additional context  
=∅ may
permit the application of productions that could not be applied at 0.
In the case of context-free grammars we need consider derivations of single symbols
(A; ) only. Thus the variable l equals 1 and both the words obtained from z by
substituting w1 for x1 and by substituting x1 for w1 are in L. We therefore obtain the
well-known pumping lemma for context-free languages.
The function # in Theorem 3 is in general not a permutation and therefore each
factor wi does not necessarily contain a factor xj, for example w3 in Example 4 above.
However, we can show that there is a word in the sequence of words derived from z
where this is the case.
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Theorem 6. Let z; l and # be as de6ned in Theorem 3. Suppose l¿2 and # is not
a permutation. Let z2; z3; : : : be the sequence of words derived from z in (2) and (3)
of that theorem. Let f be the smallest positive integer such that #f+1({1; : : : ; l})=
#f{1; : : : ; l}. Let k = |#f({1; : : : ; l})|. Then
(1) z2f contains k mutually disjoint nonempty factors w1; : : : ; wk and k mutually
disjoint nonempty factors x1; : : : ; xk ; these being related by a permutation 1
on {1; : : : ; k} such that for each i; 16i6k; xi	w1(i) and for at least one
i; 16i6k; xi
❁

=w1(i);
(2) The word obtained from z2f by substituting wi for xi for all i; 16i6k; is the
word z3f;
(3) Recursively carrying out the operation described in (2) results in the words
z4f; z5f; : : : .
Proof. Consider the sequence #i({1; : : : ; l}); i=1; 2; : : : . Let #f({1; : : : ; l})= {p1; : : : ;
pk}. We note that #({p1; : : : ; pk})= {p1; : : : ; pk}. Then the mapping 2 de4ned on
{p1; : : : ; pk} as 2(pi)=#f(pi); 16i6k, is a permutation.
Now let ’0; 0; ′0; c and  be as in Theorem 3. We recall that we can write
the derivation of z as
{(S; 0)} ⇒∗G 0 ⇒∗G ’0(0) ∪  ⇒∗G z:
Moreover, we have seen that z2 is generated by starting at ’0(0) in this sequence
and copying the derivation sequence 0⇒∗G ’0(0)∪. The bijection ’0 and the
derivation on 0 induce a bijection ’1 on ’0(0)∪ and the derivation of z2 can
thus be written as
{(S; 0)} ⇒∗G 0 ⇒∗G ’0(0) ∪  ⇒∗G ’1’0(0) ∪ ’1() ∪  ⇒∗G z2:
It should be clear that the derivation of zj; j¿3, can be written as
{(S; 0)}⇒∗G 0
⇒∗G ’j−1’j−2 : : : ’0(0) ∪
j−1⋃
i=1
’i’i−1 : : : ’1() ∪ 
⇒∗G zj;
where the bijection ’j−1 on ’j−2 : : : ’0(0)∪’j−2 : : : ’1() is induced by ’0 and the
derivation 0⇒∗G ’0(0)∪.
For i¿0, let 3i =’i’i−1 : : : ’0 and for i¿1, let 4i =’i’i−1 : : : ’1. Consider the
derivation of z2f:
{(S; 0)}⇒∗G ′0 ∪c
⇒∗G 3f−1(′0) ∪c ∪
f−1⋃
i=1
4i() ∪ 
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⇒∗G 32f−1(′0) ∪c ∪
2f−1⋃
i=1
4i() ∪ 
⇒∗G z2f:
We recall that ′0 = {(A1; 1); : : : ; (Al; l)}. Then, for some 1; : : : ; l, 3f−1(′0)=
{(A1; 1); : : : ; (Al; l)}. Let (′0)var = {(Ap1 ; p1 ); : : : ; (Apk ; pk )} and (3f−1(′0))var =
{(Ap1 ; p1 ); : : : ; (Apk ; pk )}. For 16i6k, let wpi be the factor of z2f generated by
(Api ; pi) and xpi the factor generated by (Api ; pi). Then xpi 	w2(pi).
Since #f({1; : : : ; l})= {p1; : : : ; pk}, we can state that
(′0)var ⇒∗G 3f−1(′0) ∪ some subset of
f−1⋃
i=1
4i() ∪ ;
while
(3f−1(′0))var ⇒∗G 32f−1(′0) ∪ some subset of
2f−1⋃
i=f
4i() ∪ :
If we now execute
{(S; 0)}⇒∗G ′0 ∪c
⇒∗G 3f−1(′0) ∪c ∪
f−1⋃
i=1
4i() ∪ 
⇒∗G 32f−1(′0) ∪c ∪
2f−1⋃
i=1
4i() ∪ 
⇒∗G 33f−1(′0) ∪c ∪
3f−1⋃
i=1
4i() ∪ 
⇒∗G z3f;
then (Api ; pi) will generate the factor wpi ; 16i6k.
To complete the proof, de4ne 1 : {1; : : : ; k}→{1; : : : ; k} as 1(i)= j if and only if
2(pi)=pj; 16i6k.
Example 7. We continue with the example introduced above. #1({1; 2; 3; 4})= {1; 2; 4}
and #2({1; 2; 3; 4})= {1; 2; 4}, thus f=1 and k =3. Let us choose p1 = 1; p2 = 2 and
p3 = 4. Then 2(p1)=#1(p1)=p2, 2(p2)=p1 and 2(p3)=p3. Then 1(1)= 2; 1(2)
= 1 and 1(3)= 3.
We recall that ′0 =0 = {(A; 1); (B; 2); (C; 3); (E; 4)}. 3f−1(′0) reduces to
’0(0)= {(A; 1); (B; 2); (C; 3); (E; 4)}. Then (′0)var = {(A; 1); (B; 2); (E; 4)} and
(3f−1(′0))var = {(A; 1); (B; 2); (E; 4)}.
Consider z2f = z2 = a10bc01d2e. From its derivation tree we see that w1 = a10, w2 =
bc0 and w3 =d2e, furthermore x1 = bc0; x2 = a and x3 =de. z3 = bc010a101d3e is
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obtained by starting at 32f−1(′0)=’1’0(0) and copying the sequence 3f−1(
′
0)=
’0(0)⇒∗G 32f−1(′0)∪
⋃2f−1
i=f 4i()=’1’0(0)∪’1().
Since 1 in Theorem 6 is a permutation, another of the main results of this paper
immediately follows:
Corollary 8. Let f; z2f and k be as de6ned in Theorem 6. Then there is a g; 26g6
k + 1; such that zgf contains k mutually disjoint nonempty factors w1; : : : ; wk and k
mutually disjoint nonempty factors x1; : : : ; xk such that each xi	wi and at least one
xi
❁

=wi; 16i6k; and the words obtained from zgf by repeatedly substituting each wi
for xi are in L.
Example 9. Since 12(i)= i for i∈{1; 2; 3}, z3 = bc010a101d3e of our running example
is such a word. From the derivation tree we see that we can choose w1 = bc010,
w2 = a10 and w3 =d3e, furthermore x1 = bc0, x2 = a and x3 =de. z5 = bc0(10)2a1(01)2
d5e is obtained by substituting wi for xi; 16i63.
An inspection of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that l is less than or equal to the
number of nonterminals in the sentential form ′0. For a language of 4nite index n; l
is thus maximally equal to n. Thus k of Corollary 8 is less than or equal to n and that
result is a generalization and a re4nement of the existing pumping lemma for 4nite
index rcls (Section 1).
It is easily veri4ed that the grammar of our running example is of 4nite index,
namely of index 5. Therefore, its language can also be generated by a grammar that
uses forbidding context only. In another paper [5], we presented such a grammar. In
that paper, we also proved a shrinking lemma for rFcls. That lemma applied to the
above example shows that the words z; z2 and z3 cannot only be pumped, but also
shrunk.
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